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Abstract
This paper argues that the dynamics of popular mobilization during a revolutionary
protest cycle shape patterns of collective action observed during the post-revolutionary
period, when contentious events including protests, strikes, and sit-ins continue to exert
powerful causal influence over the course of a potential democratic transition. Cases of
urban civic revolution - regime change induced by rapid, leaderless, and socially diverse
protest movements - are particularly prone to revolutionary coalition fragmentation, or
crisis driven by contentious action between factions of the original revolutionary protest
group. Using an original dataset of protest surveys collected from dueling pro- and antigovernment demonstrations during the Tunisian political crisis of August 2013, I show
that both competing protest groups are indeed characterized by strong participation
in the 2011 revolution, and that fragmentation of this erstwhile revolutionary protest
coalition has occurred along ideological lines concerning the role of Islam in governance
but not along class lines, as some theories of democratic transition would predict.
I explain these outcomes in reference to patterns of repression and cooptation that
shaped the landscape of pre-revolutionary opposition in Tunisia. Whereas predominant
accounts of democratic transition center on elites and institutions, an alternative focus
on non-elite protest coalitions provides additional leverage on cases of stalled or reversed
democratization.
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Introduction: Framing Post-Revolutionary Protest

Four years after the spectacular wave of anti-regime protest that deposed decades-old dictatorships across the region in a matter of months, it has become common to observe that the
“Arab spring” has been followed by an “Arab winter.” The Arab cases have belied any expectation of linear transition to democracy, instead lending support to the more recent theories
of “regime cycling,” where states experience cyclic improvements and setbacks in the level
of democratic participation,1 and “democratic careening,” where periodic crises obstruct the
consolidation of democracy.2 While studies of political transition in the Arab world (as elsewhere) have centered on elite3 interactions and formal institutions, an alternative focus on
non-elite protest coalitions yields additional insight into the mechanisms through which exalted revolutions can give way to troubled (and in some cases, reversible) transitions. I argue
that the dynamics of popular mobilization during a revolutionary protest cycle shape patterns of collective action observed during the post-revolutionary period, when contentious
events including mass demonstrations, strikes, and sit-ins exert powerful causal influence
over the course of a potential democratic transition. Cases of “urban civic revolution” regime change induced by rapid and disorganized popular mobilization of multiple social
groups4 - are particularly prone to revolutionary coalition fragmentation, or crisis driven by
contentious action between factions of the original revolutionary protest group.
This paper uses unique protest survey data and qualitative evidence from the case
of Tunisia to build theory and test hypotheses about post-revolutionary collective action
in cases of urban civic revolution. After a diverse coalition of Tunisian protesters deposed
the Ben Ali regime in January 2011, Tunisia began to experience episodes of competing
protest between supporters and opponents of the country’s first elected government.5 These
protests metastasized after the assassination of politician Mohamed Brahmi in July 2013,
halting social and economic life in Tunisia as crowds opposing and supporting the Islamist-led
government demonstrated simultaneously in Tunis. In interviews conducted at the protest
sites, members of both competing demonstrations described themselves as the “original”
revolutionary protesters, returning to the streets to defend the ideals of the 2011 uprising
1
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from perversion by opportunistic opponents.6 After weeks of competing protest, the Tunisian
state shut down and party elites began a protracted negotiation process to replace the elected
government with a “technocratic” alternative. Arriving on the heels of analogous dueling
protest events in Egypt, the Tunisian crisis of August 2013 exemplifies the dynamic of revolutionary coalition fragmentation manifest in powerful contentious events, with protesters
for both sides channeling the disruptive repertoires of the 2011 uprisings and operating outside of nascent formal channels for democratic participation. Existing theoretical models
of revolution and political transition tell us little about the factors shaping these critical
post-revolutionary protest events.
First, how do co-participants in a national revolution end up on opposite sides of the
barricade three years later? Unlike the protracted insurgencies of the “classic revolutions”7
or the cases of “democratization from below,”8 urban civic revolutionary protesters tend
to form a negative protest coalition 9 of diverse citizens seeking to overthrow the regime for
different reasons, and towards different ends. Comparative evidence shows that urban civic
revolutionary coalitions are prone to breakdown in the wake of regime change, and that this
fragmentation will in turn become manifest in dysfunctional politics, as each fragment lays
claim to the legacy of the revolution and the right to predominate in a new political order.
Microfoundational data from my protest survey shows both protest groups characterized
by high and relatively commensurate participation in the 2011 revolution, while qualitative
interviews reveal a widespread motivation to protest based on feelings of in-group ownership
over these original revolutionary events.
Second, what determines the axes of contestation around which the revolutionary
protest coalition will break down? To what extent do social and ideological schisms among
Tunisian protesters mirror fissures among new political elites, and to what extent do they
conform to patterns of contestation predicted by comparative theories of democratic transition? Building on Goldstone’s10 typology of post-revolutionary contestation, I show that
the Tunisian revolutionary coalition experienced both “paralysis” - breakdown according to
divergent evaluations of everyday governance in the post-revolutionary period - and “polarization,” or conflict driven by conflicting ideological visions for the post-revolutionary state.
While the protest groups were sharply divided over ideological lines concerning the role of
6
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Islam in governance, both groups were heterogeneous with respect to indicators of social
class and preferences over redistribution, suggesting a departure from theories of democratic
transition predicated on the homogeneity of class and distributive interests.
I explain these results with reference to patterns of repression and cooptation that
shaped the pre-revolutionary landscape of organized opposition in Tunisia. Methodologically,
I argue that measuring protesters’ attitudes and motivations at the time of protest behavior
allows for greater validity in identifying the determinants of protest on both individual and
group levels. Finally, I develop three shadow cases of revolutionary coalition fragmentation
demonstrating the resonance this theory across multiple regions and revolutionary “waves.”

2

Revolutionary Mobilization and Political Transition:
Towards a Theory of Continuity

Episodes of successful revolutionary mobilization set the stage for institutional transitions to
democracy, but can revolutions also structure patterns of contentious politics with the potential to stall or undermine democratic consolidation? Impactful episodes of post-revolutionary
collective action in Tunisia, Egypt, and elsewhere in the developing world call for careful
theorizing not just about the causes of revolutionary mobilization, but about the continuing
effects of these mobilizational processes for patterns of collective action observed during the
post-revolutionary period. In this section, I highlight theoretical shortcomings with respect
to this question in the comparative politics literature, including problems in the analytical
periodization of revolutions vs. political transitions, and ongoing adherence to an elitedriven model of democratization. I then build on recent work by Mark Beissinger11 and Jack
Goldstone12 to develop explicit theory linking revolutionary mobilization with patterns of
collective action in the post-revolutionary period, arguing that cases of urban civic revolution are highly prone to revolutionary coalition fragmentation, or crisis driven by contentious
action between factions of the original revolutionary protest group. Finally, I develop a series of empirical hypotheses about the nature of revolutionary coalition fragmentation to be
tested using protest survey data and qualitative data from Tunisia.
Scholarship on the period known as the “Arab Spring” benefits from grounding in
several distinct comparative literatures, each of which is linked empirically to a specific time
period in the larger trajectory of revolution and institutional transition, as illustrated in
11
12
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Figure 1: Time Periods Analyzed by Major Theoretical Approaches to the Arab Spring
Figure 1. Structural theories of revolution develop macrohistorical explanations for revolutionary ruptures using structural variables such as class formation, international influence,
and generational value shifts.13 Political process approaches to revolution, by contrast, borrow from social movement theory14 to explain the more proximate mechanisms by which
individuals come to participate in agentive collective action against a regime.15 Yet the
theoretical insights of each branch of revolutions scholarship expire once the outcome of
revolution - defined weakly in the Arab case by the departure of an old head of state - is
observed. Conversely, scholarship on the politics of transition in Arab states has tended to
take the fall of incumbent regimes as its “time zero” on order to focus on political and institutional transformations taking place in the post-authoritarian period. Recent scholarship
has pointed to the necessity of theorizing continuity in long-term institutional and structural
variables between pre- and post-revolutionary time periods.16 Yet the literature is currently
lacking a robust theoretical perspective linking shorter-term patterns of revolutionary mobilization - those variables captured by the “political process” approach to revolutions with dynamics of political contestation observed once the dust has settled and the work of
“transitioning” has begun.
Recognizing continuity between processes of revolutionary mobilization and transitional politics is particularly important for cases of stalled or reversed democratic transition,
where mass protest echoing revolutionary repertoires is likely to recur. Current theories of
13
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non-linear democratic transition, including Hale’s “regime cycles”17 and Slater’s “swerves,”18 ,
cast elite alliances and feuds as the primary mechanisms driving patterns of crisis, suspension, and retrenchment in new or would-be democracies. This approach echoes the elite
biases of “transitology” more generally, which tends to view patterns of popular mobilization as derivative of elite bargaining processes, rather than as causal phenomena in their
own right.19 Yet as events in the Arab world and elsewhere have demonstrated, non-elite
collective actions often exert powerful influence over the course of a democratic transition,
when new formal institutions of political representation are in flux,20 and may be particularly
vulnerable to influence from the sphere of contentious politics. Accounting for trajectories
of post-revolutionary democratic transition requires equal attention to the nature of protest
coalitions - that is, to the attitudes, backgrounds, and motivations of non-elite citizens involved in collective action.
Protest coalitions “modify individuals’ options and capacities to effect change”21 by
subsuming heterogeneous long-term preferences under common shorter-term goals, such as
regime change or the resignation of an unpopular elected government. The social and ideological makeup of protest groups during and after a revolutionary event tells us a great deal
about the social bases of support and opposition for developments in the sphere of formal
politics. Most importantly, however, splits or shifts in the nature of protest coalitions during this time may prove determinative of democratization’s success or failure via protesters’
ability to catalyze crises, precisely such as the Tunisian events of August 2013. I argue in the
following section that possibilities for change or continuity within these protest coalitions are
embedded within the mobilizational dynamics of the initial revolutionary event, when new
repertoires of contentious action are developed, and when protesters may (or may not) form
17
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new attitudes, identities, and social ties capable of structuring future collective actions.

2.1

Urban Civic Revolution and the Negative Protest Coalition

As noted in the introduction, the contribution of this paper is to theorize and empirically
illustrate the ramifications of one model of revolutionary mobilization - the “urban civic
revolution” - for patterns of collective action observed during the post-revolutionary transitional period. Like two-thirds of revolutions in the contemporary period, the 2011 Tunisian
uprising may be best characterized as an urban civic revolution, or regime change induced
by rapid assembly of socially and ideologically diverse citizens in a symbolically important
urban location. The success of urban civic revolutions lies in their ability to briefly yet
powerfully disrupt the political and economic life of a state, often resulting in the abrupt
defection of key regime leaders.22 The rapidity of popular mobilization in urban civic revolutions and the absence of centralized revolutionary leadership differentiates these movements
qualitatively from cases of protracted revolutionary insurgency, such as those analyzed by
“classic revolutions” scholarship and their analogs in cases like Ecuador and Cuba.
In mobilizational terms, this divergence may be best conceptualized as a different type
of commitment between the individual protester and the broader revolutionary movement.
In protracted or insurgent revolutions, revolutionary coalitions need to sustain quantitatively
smaller levels of mobilization over a longer expanse of time - over the time it takes depose
the state militarily, to capture key territories, or else to shift elite preferences over regime
type.23 Protracted commitments to these risky movements are best sustained through strong
emotional and ideological ties with fellow participants24 and through the ability of organized
insurgent leadership to offer select incentives25 and to effectively direct insurgent action.
Participants in a protracted revolution therefore tend to create new bonds with fellow participants, new identities and attitudes, and new revolutionary organizations with a stake in
the integrity of the revolutionary coalition. These commitments mature over the course of
long-term engagement with the state, and we may expect them to endure in some form after
revolutionary goals are achieved.
In an urban civic revolution, revolutionary coalitions need to expand numerically
rather than longitudinally - in other words, to get as many citizens as possible out into the
streets on a handful of key protest days, a process that requires drawing on a multiplicity of
22
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already-existing networks embedded in diverse social groups.26 Co-participants in an urban
civic revolution rarely have the opportunity to build new organizations, to form lasting alliances, or to develop the levels of ideological coherence associated with revolutionaries of the
insurgent type. Rather than a cohesive revolutionary movement, the urban civic revolution
may be conceptualized as a handful of contemporaneous social movements seeking to remove
the extant regime for different reasons, and potentially towards different ends, joined by a
large contingent of protesters unaffiliated with any particular movement or organization.
I argue that revolutionary protest coalitions in the aftermath of the urban civic revolutions are particularly prone to fractionalization, as the groups and networks constitutive
of the negative coalition recognize their divergent interests and commitments in shaping the
post-revolutionary state. Fragmentation of the negative coalition is in turn manifest in dysfunctional contentious politics, as members of each fragment lay claim to the legacy of the
revolution and to the right to predominate in a new political order. As Goldstone observes,
“what was just recently a remarkably tough coalition capable of unseating a regime... can
become a pack of feuding forces in the aftermath of a successful revolt.”28 Dueling protest
events where both protest groups are characterized by high participation in the 2011 uprisings, such as those observed in 2013 in Tunisia, are observable implications of revolutionary
coalition fragmentation. These events demonstrate the potential for such internecine social
conflict to stall or reverse progress towards democratization, thereby acting as an alternative
mechanism of non-linear democratic transition.

2.2

Varieties of Fragmentation: “Polarization” vs. “Paralysis”

A natural corollary to the theory of protest coalition fragmentation is to identify the specific
axes of social contestation driving the fractionalization of revolutionary protesters. In other
words: along which political lines and over which salient issues will the revolutionary protest
coalition will break down? Goldstone’s typology of post-revolutionary states develops a useful distinction between “paralysis,” where failure to meet popular expectations for everyday
governance results in popular discontent, and ideological “polarization,” where one group
promotes a radical agenda of post-revolutionary transformation at odds with the “minor
reform” strategy of other groups.
26
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Building on this logic, this paper first asks: was fragmentation of the Tunisia’s revolutionary protest coalition driven by programmatic or ideological divergence? In other words,
were these groups divided over their evaluations of the post-revolutionary progress in areas
like economic well-being and general security? Or were these groups engaged in conflict over
ideological visions for the post-revolutionary state and its role in (re)organizing Tunisian society? As an iterative calculation based on an evolving institutional environment, we might
expect “paralysis” in the absence of “polarization” to pose a less enduring threat to prospects
for democratic consolidation, as the impetus for contentious action may dissipate as state
institutions (re)consolidate in the wake of the revolutionary period.
Secondly, what types of “ideological” conflict are likely to drive polarization among
protesters? In keeping with mainstream models of revolution and political transition, Goldstone’s conception of “polarization” entails specifically class-based conflict surrounding the
extent of redistribution in a newly democratic polity.29 Yet Goldstone’s theory fails to take
into account alternative sources of ideological fragmentation within the revolutionary coalition, including conflict over the role of religion in shaping state institutions. Too strong an
expectation of coalitions defined in terms of distributive goals risks obfuscating other sources
of division among revolutionary protesters, which may be either overlapping or cross-cutting
with respect to these class cleavages or with respect to the perceptions constitutive of paralysis.
The potential for multiple points of programmatic and ideological divergence to drive
protest coalition fragmentation informs a need to model fragmentation empirically as a
multivariate process, where the relative performance of hypothesized attitudes as predictors
of membership to either protest group indicates their strength as sources of division within
the revolutionary protest coalition. Identifying the precise source(s) of revolutionary protest
coalition fragmentation should in turn help to generate expectations for future episodes of
collective action during the Tunisian transition and for future cases of urban civic revolution.

3

Revolutionary Coalition Fragmentation in Tunisia:
Empirical Hypotheses

In this section, I develop empirical hypotheses to test the theories outlined in the previous
section as manifest in the social and ideological profiles of demonstrators at competing
protest events during the Tunisian political crisis of August 2013. As a scope condition for
29
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the following hypotheses, hypothesis 1 determines the relationship of the 2013 protest groups
to the original revolutionary protest coalition. Hypotheses 2-4 explore the attitudinal and
perceptual variables driving revolutionary coalition fragmentation in the case of Tunisia.
The null hypothesis - that none of these hypothesized processes account for protest coalition
fragmentation - will be supported if hypotheses 2-4 are each falsified.30
Hypothesis 1: Revolutionary coalition fragmentation (scope condition)
Prior to modeling the axes of protest coalition fragmentation manifest in these competing
protest events, Hypothesis 1 tests empirically whether these protest groups are best characterized as fragments of the revolutionary coalition, or whether the Tunisian crisis of 2013
would be better understood as a case of counterrevolutionary backlash against the democratizing coalition. Hypothesis 1 predicts that both competing 2013 protest groups should
be characterized by high and relatively commensurate levels of protest participation during
the 2011 revolution. Hypothesis 1 may be falsified either a) if levels of revolutionary protest
behavior in both groups are not significantly higher than among the general population, and
b) if the level of revolutionary protest behavior in one of these competing protest groups far
exceeds the other.
Hypothesis 2: “Polarization”: Class Conflict
Hypothesis 2 follows Goldstone’s definition of polarization as class-based conflict over the
distribution of national wealth in the post-revolutionary state, with one faction promoting a
more “radical” agenda for redistribution. The class-based model of revolutionary coalition
fragmentation resonates with a review of historical and contemporary political economy in
Tunisia, where drastic wealth disparity affected by the neoliberal developmental policies of
the Ben Ali regime is often cited as a key explanation for the 2011 uprisings.3132 Hypothesis
30

Hypotheses 2-4 are theoretically distinct from one another but are not mutually exclusive; for example,
it is theoretically possible for fragmentation to take the form of both class conflict and ideological polarization
regarding the role of religion, should these attitudinal indicators both play a clear “sorting” role between
the competing protest groups.
31
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employment, rollback of social services targeting poor Tunisians, and increasing marginalization of rural
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2 predicts that members of competing pro- and anti-government protest groups should be
significantly divided over support for redistribution in Tunisia.
Hypothesis 3: “Polarization”: Secularism vs. Islamism
Hypothesis 3 captures the possibility of ideological fragmentation driven by conflict over
the role of Islam in shaping state practices and institutions. Polarization surrounding the
question of Islam in government is deeply rooted in the Tunisian state-building experience,33
and the post-revolutionary period has been marked by a powerful resurgence of political Islam
in Tunisia, both in the form of the “moderate” en-Nahda party and in the conservative, antistate Salafi movement.34 Hypothesis 3 predicts that members of pro- and anti-government
protest groups should be significantly divided over support for state secularism in Tunisia.
Hypothesis 4: “Paralysis”: Divergent Evaluations of Governance
Following Goldstone’s characterization of paralysis, Hypothesis 4 captures the possibility
of fragmentation driven not by divergent ideological commitments concerning the nature
of the state, but rather by divergent evaluations of post-revolutionary “progress” in areas associated with the demands of the 2011 revolution. By this logic, anti-government
protesters will be those erstwhile revolutionaries reporting deterioration in the chosen metrics of governance and well-being, while government supporters will be those citizens who do
based on tourism, services, and value-added manufacturing (Richards and Waterbury 1993). Murphy (2013)
summarizes the effect of former President Ben Alis developmental policies on Tunisias social organization
as follows: “Ben Alis rule has been marked by a consolidation of the horizontal stratification of society as
individuals... With the implementation of structural reforms, economic status has become a more tangible
and visible phenomenon” (228). Leading Tunisia scholars in the immediate aftermath of the 2011 revolution
likewise predicted significant political conflict over issues of social stratification and social support during
Tunisia’s transitional period (Anderson 2011).
33
By comparison with neighboring states in North Africa, Tunisia’s first President Habib Bourguiba pursued extensive policies of secularization; in addition to anti-religious legislation on personal status issues
such as womens’ rights and mandated secular education, Bourguiba moved explicitly to break the power of
Tunisia’s independent Islamic institutions and to bar religious parties from participation in Tunisian government (Perkins, 137 - 160). As a result, pre-revolutionary Tunisia held a strong reputation in the Arab
world for state secularism and cultural liberalism, while religious parties were repressed and excluded from
political participation.
34
en-Nahda won the 2011 NCA elections in Tunisia with more than 40% of the vote and formed a coalition
with two well-performing secular parties, the center-left Congress for the Republic (CPR) and the social
democratic Ettakatol. As Cammett (2011) notes, “the election campaign exposed an important rift between
Islamists and secularists that will have enduring effects on Tunisian politics.” In qualitative interviews with
protest participants, pro-government demonstrators highlighted their desire to see a greater degree of Islamic
governance in Tunisia, while anti-government demonstrators reported fear for the loss of Tunisias “openminded culture” and argued that Tunisia requires a secular state to maintain its social balance (Interviews
with the author, Tunis, August 2013).
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not report experiencing such a lapse. Contextually, the hypothesis of “divergent evaluations”
builds on complaints against the competence of the en-Nahda-led government articulated by
anti-government protesters, many of whom highlighted a deterioration of personal finances
purportedly caused by the government’s inability to manage the economy.35 Likewise in the
survey of anti-government protesters, concerns about economic management ranked highly
among self-reported reasons for protest participation (roughly eighteen percent), even when
compared to complaints about the religious nature of the en-Nahda government (roughly
twenty-nine percent). Hypothesis 4 predicts that members of pro- and anti-government
protest groups should be significantly divided over their support for the statement “My
personal economic situation is worse than before the revolution.”36

4
4.1

Empirical Strategy and Data Analysis
Case and Protest Event Selection

The case of Tunisia provides ideal testing grounds for the theory of revolutionary coalition fragmentation. First, as outlined in the previous section, the 2011 Tunisian revolution
exemplifies the mobilizational dynamics of the urban civic revolution; protests that began
in mid-December culminated in the defection of President Ben Ali by January 14, following several weeks of sustained popular mobilization. Second, prior survey-based research
has established the multi-class, multi-ideological nature of the coalition of Tunisians who
protested to overthrow former President Zine el-Abedine Ben Ali in December 2010 and
January 2011.37 Finally, Tunisia in the wake of the 2011 revolution has experienced a sharp
increase in popular protest events, showing the continued salience of protest as a disruptive
repertoire of political expression.
35

Interviews with the author, Tunis, August 2013
While this question shares its economic logic with hypothesis 2, the underlying constructs are both
conceptually and empirically distinct. Conceptually, support for redistribution captures an ideological commitment to an enlarged role of the state in upholding social welfare and combating inequality. By contrast,
evaluation of change in one’s personal economic circumstances represents a highly conditional and iterative
calculation of self-interest. While ideological support for redistribution is theoretically invariant to policies
observed at any given time, evaluations of economic circumstance should be updated in keeping with changes
to material circumstances. Empirically, these indicators are virtually uncorrelated in my sample. Additional
discussion of the operationalization for hypothesis 4 may be found in the appendix of this paper.
37
Using survey evidence, Beissinger, Jamal, and Mazur (2013) argue that “the Tunisian revolution was
more of a cross-class alliance than the Egyptian revolution, with workers 17%, students 19%, and unemployed
21%.” The authors also show neither Islamism nor personal religiosity significantly predicts revolutionary
behavior, indicating that both secularist and Islamist Tunisians participated in the revolution.
36
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Tunisia has been often cited as the “success story” of the Arab spring, as scholars
draw comparisons between the apparent stability of Tunisia and the rampant insecurity of
Libya, Syria, and Egypt. That Tunisia at the time of writing has held its second round of
free parliamentary and presidential elections should not minimize our interest in the extraordinary events of August 2013 or cause us to downplay the intensity of political contestation
in Tunisia under the first elected government. The protest events of August 2013 must be
recognized as a critical juncture - a “swerve” of massive proportions - in the trajectory of
post-revolutionary politics in Tunisia. The remainder of this section lends context to these
protest events and justifies the selection of these demonstrations for protest survey research.
Polarization between the en-Nahda leadership and the opposition parties began swiftly
following en-Nahda’s victory in the October 2011 NCA elections, as these factions disputed
both the appropriate strategies for post-revolutionary governance and the provisions of the
draft constitution that was expected to be finished within a year (El-Issawi 2012). Critics
accused the party of mistaking its electoral mandate for the right to dictate the “fundamental principles” of the new constitution (Carnegie 2012), and the en-Nahda leadership
in turn suggested that secular left and liberal parties in the opposition were attempting to
retain the political priorities of the Ben Ali regime. Meanwhile, Tunisia’s economy suffered
from social ills exacerbated by post-revolutionary recession, and critics accused the state of
extreme incompetence in the economic arena, as well as failure to control religious militants
who mounted lethal attacks against government targets. Nouira (2011) emphasizes the frequency and political salience of protest events under the troika government, stating that
“demonstrations and sit-ins remained the primary means of negotiating with various political actors.”38 The government typically responded to such protest events with measured
concessions, including promising a cabinet reshuffle in the wake of the Belaid protests.39
It was not until the August 2013 events, however, that competing protests were
adequately sustained and disruptive as to force the NCA into collapse40 and the en-Nahda
party into negotiations intended to secure the party’s removal from power. The August 2013
protest events therefore represent a culmination of successive protest episodes and a tipping
point in the process of revolutionary coalition fragmentation, where continued governance
38

Episodes of competing protest in the Tunisian transition can be dated back as early as March 2011, when
opposing demonstration groups reportedly stood on either side of Avenue Habib Bourguiba and chanted “the
people want a secular state” and “the people want an Islamist state” respectively.
39
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40
The Constituent Assembly reconvened in January 2014, after the troika government ceded power to an
interim government led by “technocratic” Prime Minister Mehdi Jomaa
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Figure 2: Spatial Sampling Frames for Pro- and Anti-Government Protests
under conditions of fragmentation became untenable. Politics in the wake of the August
2013 events also represent a trough in the trajectory of democratic participation in Tunisia,
characterized first by political paralysis during the “road map” negotiations and then by
governance under an unelected interim government for nearly one year. The Tunisian protest
events of August 2013 therefore represent an ideal opportunity for data collection about the
causes and the ramifications of revolutionary coalition fragmentation.

4.2

Survey Design and Sampling Strategy

During Tunisia’s political crisis in August 2013, I surveyed competing pro- and anti-government
demonstrations in Tunis over a ten-day period. 286 pro-government demonstrators and 267
anti-government demonstrators completed ten-minute questionnaires comprising a range of
attitudinal, demographic, and behavioral questions.41 Surveying was carried out by a team of
trained Tunisian enumerators, who used face-to-face surveying and a “twenty-step method”42
to approximate a random sample. Sampling frames were constructed spatially for both
protest areas, based on estimation of protest density and comprising two strata: 1) sampling
both “core” and “peripheral” areas of the protest site, and 2) sampling in areas proximate
41

Surveys were identical except for specifically tailored questions about motivations for protest participation on each side.
42
In the twenty-step method, enumerators after each interview walk twenty steps before attempting to
survey the person on their immediate left. This technique of surveying in a crowd improves randomness by
preventing surveyors from interviewing groups of friends or relatives who are standing together.
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to each unblocked entrance to the protest site. Maps of the protest sites in Figure 4 show
the positioning of enumerators in both demonstrations.
While strictly scientific sampling is difficult under protest conditions, the techniques
employed by this survey guard against the overt sample biases associated with other methodologies of protest surveying, including snowball sampling, distribution of questionnaires to
be mailed in at the discretion of the demonstrator, or circulating a link to a digital survey
online.43 Face-to-face sampling is the only method of protest surveying that provides information as to the level of non-responses or refusals, which was below 10% in both samples.
Methodologically, I argue that measuring protesters’ attitudes and perceptions precisely at the moment of protest behavior allows me to make stronger claims about which
indicators matter most in shaping these collective actions. While a working assumption of
this paper is the relative stability of ideological orientations on the individual level, proximity
of the sampling to the political behaviors in question should nonetheless assuage concerns
about the variability of these attitudinal indicators over time. Protest surveying in “real
time” might also be used to great effect in future research concerning more fleeting or timesensitive determinants of protest behavior, including emotions, feelings of group solidarity,
and responses to particular acts of state repression.

4.3

Characterizing the Sample: Descriptive Statistics and Support for Hypothesis 1

How do the basic social and demographic characteristics of these protest coalitions measure
up? Figure 4 provides a descriptive basis for understanding how pro- and anti-government
protest groups differ from each other and from the Tunisian population at large (measured
by the 2013 Arab Barometer). Protesters in both groups emerge as younger, more educated,
and more male than the general population. Protesters in both groups self-report much
higher levels of voting behavior in the 2011 NCA elections and much higher levels of civil
society membership - both characteristics consistent with high levels of political engagement
and high likelihood for participation in collective action. In terms of personal religiosity,
pro- and anti-government groups fall on either side of the general population spectrum; selfreported Quran readership is nearly 100% among pro-government protesters, 75% among
43

These alternative strategies may be used to great effect, however, in situations deemed potentially
dangerous for enumerators. Wilson and Tufekci 2011, for example, used snowball sampling on protest groups
in the days immediately following the Egyptian revolution, allowing these researchers to collect unique and
timely data about protesters’ use of communication technology.
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Figure 3: Descriptive Comparison of Pro- and Anti- Government Protest Groups with Nationally Representative Sample

anti-government protesters, and roughly 90% among the general population.
Occupational categories are similarly distributed across protest groups; protesters on
both sides are slightly more likely to be students, slightly more likely to be public employees,
and are 50% less likely to be unemployed than the general population. Notably, although
the leadership of the Tunisian umbrella union UGTT actively participated in promoting
anti-government protests, union membership is high and roughly comparable at 20 - 25% in
both groups.
Mostly importantly, these descriptive statistics provide support for Hypothesis 1 the scope condition that both protest groups should be characterized by high frequency of
participation in the 2011 revolution, indicating a situation of fragmentation to the revolutionary protest coalition. Members of pro- and anti-government protest groups are respectively
three and four times more likely than the general population to have protested during the
2011 revolution.44 Given this empirical support for the theoretical framework of revolution44

Self-reported participation in important events such as revolutionary protest is often thought to suffer
from falsification due to desirability bias. It is therefore somewhat likely that all three indicators of revolutionary protest - among pro-government protesters, anti-government protesters, and the general public - are
slightly inflated. Yet in order for falsification bias to nullify the results, protesters surveyed at these events
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ary coalition fragmentation, the next section will empirically model the axes of revolutionary
coalition fragmentation captured by hypotheses 2-4.

4.4

Modeling Revolutionary Coalition Fragmentation: Analysis
and Results

To test the hypotheses elaborated in the previous sections, I specify a logistic regression
with a binary outcome variable of pro-government (1) or anti-government (0) protest. Having
established that both groups are characterized by high frequency of participation in the 2011
Tunisian revolution, I posit that the logistic model captures the fragmentation process by
which members of the erstwhile revolutionary protest coalition, driven by a range of divergent
attitudes and perceptions, come to participate in dueling post-revolutionary protest groups.
I therefore interpret the size and statistical significance of the coefficients as indicating the
relative importance of each variable as a driver of protest coalition fragmentation.
In the baseline model (Model 1), I include indicators of support for secularism, redistribution, and personalized evaluations of post-revolutionary economic conditions (“econeval”),
as well as minimal demographic controls. Thus for each protester surveyed,

P ro − govi = β1 secularismi + β2 redistributioni + β3 econevali + Xi + i
where attitudinal indicators are captured by four-point Likert Scales modeled after similar
questions on the Arab Barometer (2013), with possible answers “Strongly Agree,” “Agree,”
“Disagree,” and “Strongly Disagree.”45 Xi is a vector of demographic covariates including
age, gender, and education.
The results from Model 1 are reported in Table 1 and are presented graphically in the
plots of predicted probabilities, where a predicted probability of 1 indicates membership to
the pro-government protest group and a predicted probability of 0 indicates membership to
the anti-government protest group (holding covariates at their means). The most important
predictor of sorting into pro- or anti-government protest groups emerges as the question indicating support for secularism, “Religion must be separate from government,” closely followed
by the question indicating personalized evaluation of post-revolutionary economic progress,
would need to be three times more likely than the general public to falsify participation, a proposition for
which there is no empirical support.
45
Precise question wording and operationalization for each indicator may be found in the Appendix
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“My economic situation is worse than before the revolution.” The strong performance of
these indicators as predictors of sorting into pro- and anti-government protest groups lends
support to Hypothesis 3 (ideological polarization surrounding the issue of religion in government) and Hypothesis 4 (divergent evaluations of post-revolutionary governance).

Figure 4: Predicted Probabilities of Sorting into Pro- or Anti-Government Protest: Results
from the Logistic Regression
The impact of my indicator for supporting redistribution is comparatively indeterminate. At first glance, the coefficient on this indicator is positive and slightly significant at
the 0.1 level, lending weak support to Hypothesis 2 (class conflict). Yet as the predicted
probabilities plot shows, the predictive power of this indicator is far weaker than the indicators for secularism and personalized evaluation of post-revolutionary economic progress.
Whereas moving from ”strongly disagree” to ”strongly agree” in each of the former indica18

tors corresponds with greater than 90% difference in the probability of protesting against the
government, corresponding movement along the question of redistribution yields less than a
20% difference. The regression line in this case is also a poor fit for the observed data, which
displays greater heterogeneity within and across groups than any other attitudinal variable.
Furthermore, as I will detail in the following paragraphs, the statistical significance of this
variable in the baseline regression is not robust to alternative model specifications.
Models 2 and 3 (results reported in Table 1) test the robustness of my findings to
alternative model specifications motivated by potential theoretical objections to my argument. In Model 2, I introduce a broader range of demographic and behavioral covariates
with the potential to drive variation in my attitudinal variables of interest; these covartiates
include measures of personal religiosity, occupational categories, and union membership. Coefficients on “secularism” and “econ eval” remain significant and substantively large, while
the “redistribution” coefficient loses size and statistical significance.
In Model 3, I introduce interaction terms between my attitudinal variables of interest
and a binary indicator of protest during the 2011 revolution. Given the theoretical focus of
my argument on revolutionary coalition fragmentation and my empirical claims regarding the
characterization of both groups as ”fragments” of this coalition, it is important to consider
potential heterogeneous effects, where post-revolutionary protesters who participated in the
2011 revolutions may be sorting along different lines or according to different principles than
revolutionary non-participants. Again, coefficients on “secularism” and “econ eval” remain
large and significant, while the effect of ”redistribution” is further attenuated. The low level
of statistical significance (at p = 0.05) on the interaction term between “revolution” and
“econ eval” suggests that revolutionary alumni may be sorting into pro- and anti-government
protest slightly more according to economic progress evaluations – and slightly less according
to ideological commitments – than their non-revolutionary counterparts. Yet in aggregate,
results from Model 3 confirm findings from the baseline model in favor of Hypotheses 3 and
4, and against Hypothesis 2.

5

Discussion: Explaining the Results

Analysis of survey data collected from pro- and anti-government protest groups in August
2013 shows support for Hypothesis 1 (revolutionary coalition fragmentation), Hypothesis 3 (ideological polarization of secularism vs. Islamism) and Hypothesis 4 (divergent
evaluations of governance). The data shows little support for Hypothesis 2 (class conflict).
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Table 1: Sorting into Pro-and Anti-Government Protest Groups: Logistic Regression Results
Pro-Government
(1)

(2)

(3)

−2.485
(0.183)

−2.555
(0.216)

−2.482∗∗∗
(0.297)

0.247∗
(0.146)

0.212
(0.153)

0.119
(0.227)

−1.752∗∗∗
(0.179)

−1.767∗∗∗
(0.190)

−1.261∗∗∗
(0.274)

Age

−0.021∗
(0.013)

−0.029∗∗
(0.015)

Female

0.276
(0.309)

0.079
(0.332)

−0.276∗∗
(0.118)

−0.426∗∗∗
(0.138)

Secularism

Redistribution

Econ Eval

Education

∗∗∗

∗∗∗

Worker

−1.217∗∗∗
(0.467)

Owner

0.374
(0.643)
−2.312∗∗∗
(0.523)

Unemployed

Religiosity

1.528∗∗∗
(0.513)

Union

−0.309
(0.390)

Revolution

0.336
(1.798)

Revolution X Secularism

−0.174
(0.389)

Revolution X Redistribution

0.385
(0.298)
−0.731∗∗
(0.362)

Revolution X Econ Eval

Constant

11.851∗∗∗
(1.151)

10.581∗∗∗
(1.587)

9.922∗∗∗
(1.414)

Observations
Log Likelihood
Akaike Inf. Crit.

519
20
−176.539
367.078

497
−152.624
329.247

544
−175.920
367.841

Note:

∗

p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

As noted in the Empirical Hypotheses section, Hypotheses 2-4 are not assumed to be mutually exclusive; for example, it is theoretically possible for fragmentation to take the form
of both class conflict and ideological polarization regarding the role of religion, should these
attitudinal indicators both play a clear “sorting” role between the competing protest groups.

5.1

Whither Social Justice? The Confusing Role of Distributive
Interests in the Tunisian Transition

A common assumption about Tunisian politics - and about politics in the Middle East
region more broadly - is that popular divisions of social class and attendant preferences over
redistribution don’t “matter” as much in this region as elsewhere, as class solidarities are
either impeded by or subsumed under other, more “fundamental” cleavages such as sect,
religion, or cultural-ideological divides over the role of Islam in public life.46 Yet a cursory
examination of Tunisia’s historical political economy shows citizens on both elite and mass
levels deeply concerned with, and indeed polarized over, issues of distribution, inequality, and
the capture of the Ben Ali state by crony business elites. The first plot in Figure 5 shows
the distribution of redistribution support in both protest groups; I note some attitudinal
polarization within both protest groups, where a majority of demonstrators either “agree”
or “strongly agree” to the statement “the government must raise taxes on the wealthy to
expand social programs,” but where more than ten percent in each group “strongly disagree”
with this proposition.
What predicts “strong disagreement” with the proposition of greater redistribution
among protesters in this sample? Logistic regression coefficients in Table 3 show clear polarization of distributive attitudes according to occupational category within the entire protesting population (both pro- and anti-government groups). Both owners and managers in the
private sector (who make up nine percent and fifteen percent of the sample respectively)
are very likely to “strongly disagree,” while workers in the private sector and students lean
strongly in the opposite direction. The effect of public employment, as might be expected,
is comparatively indeterminate. This evidence suggests that both competing protest groups
remain “multiclass” coalitions to a certain degree, explaining why attitudes towards redistribution fail to predict sorting into either group in the fragmentation model.
Finally, the second plot in Figure 5 provide some basis for comparison between proand anti-government protest groups and the broader Tunisian population in terms of dis46

Bayat 1994 notes the problematic assumptions of this “Islamicist” approach to social and labor history
in the region.
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Figure 5: Breakdown and comparison of distributive attitudes

tributive attitudes. Indicators from my protest survey (left side) and from the 2013 World
Values Survey (right side) are scaled from 0 to 1, and 95% confidence intervals are shown.
Despite the presence of some staunch welfare opponents in each protest group, both protest
groups appear on average much more supportive of the social safety net than the general
population. While the World Values indicators are not strictly comparable with the question
wording from my protest survey,47 these results suggest that erstwhile members of the revolutionary protest coalition, though divided by their evaluation of the troika government and
their support for the role of religion in governance, are united in their support for greater
redistribution.
Given the salience of both religious and distributive issues to the Tunisian transition
more broadly, how should we account for the much stronger performance of support for secularism in terms of driving fragmentation in the revolutionary protest coalition? Drawing
on historical evidence, I argue that apparent fissures in the revolutionary coalition mirror
divisions in the landscape of organized opposition prior to the 2011 revolution. In keeping
with the conceptualization of the urban civic revolution as a handful of contemporaneous,
47

Individuals surveyed by World Values are asked to choose a value from 0 to 10 representing their selection
between two opposite statements. In the indicators chosen, these statements are “Government should take
more responsibility to ensure that everyone is provided for” and “People should take more responsibility for
themselves.”
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Table 2: Predicting opposition to redistribution among protesters
“Strongly Disagree”
(1)
worker

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

∗∗∗

−0.828
(0.288)

0.960∗∗∗
(0.236)

owner

0.591∗∗∗
(0.212)

manager

−0.537∗∗
(0.245)

student

publicemp

0.014
(0.214)

Constant

−1.595∗∗∗
(0.089)

−1.820∗∗∗
(0.092)

−1.804∗∗∗
(0.095)

−1.613∗∗∗
(0.091)

−1.704∗∗∗
(0.094)

Observations
Log Likelihood
Akaike Inf. Crit.

538
−457.580
919.160

538
−455.575
915.149

538
−459.227
922.454

538
−460.231
924.462

538
−462.737
929.473

∗

Note:

p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

quasi-independent social movements against the regime, it stands to reason that with the
regime fallen, the revolutionary coalition should disaggregate roughly into its constituent
movements, each of which maintains separate infrastructure for political organizing and
popular mobilization. The Islamist-secular divide in Tunisia’s pre-revolutionary opposition
was in part structured by the specifically repressive strategies of the Ben Ali regime towards
Islamist groups after 1989, when groups including en-Nahda were banned and their leadership exiled, forcing their organizations to operate underground. Secular-leaning opposition
groups, ranging from human rights organizations to some militant labor movements, were
generally permitted to operate within certain bounds, although vocal critics of the regime
from secularist organizations were certainly imprisoned as well.48 Finally, the leadership of
UGTT labor union, which might otherwise have served as a beacon of opposition uniting
working class interests against the neoliberal state, has generally been characterized as overly
entwined in a corporatist relationship with the ruling RCD party to demand a paradigm shift
48

Perkins 2014, 156-158.
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in developmental policy.49
The ambiguous history of class organization and representation in Tunisia resulted
in a confusing politics of redistribution during the transitional and first post-revolutionary
governments, despite the importance of calls for “social justice” during the 2011 revolution
and the demonstrated commitment of both pro- and anti-government protesters during the
August 2013 crisis to affecting greater redistribution. The UGTT has not fielded its own
party representing working class interests, but has rather chosen a “kingmaker” role of leading negotiations between religious and secular parties,50 leaving an array of newer parties
to represent left and social democratic policies, including the Front Populaire, an alliance
formed of left-leaning opposition parties in 2012. While the en-Nahda movement has historically attracted members with a platform of social justice,51 accounts of the transitional
political economy shows that the en-Nahda government largely continued the economic policy programs left in place by the Ben Ali government.52 Thus during the early transitional
period, it may well have remained unclear to protesters, as well as the general population,
which political faction was most allied with redistributive interests in society.

5.2

Relationship between Ideological Polarization and Economic
Evaluation

Next, it is important to account for the relationship between the indicators for secularism
and economic evaluation, both of which emerge as important predictors of sorting between
the two protest groups, and which are correlated at the medium level of roughly 0.65. Should
we expect two correlated independent variables to be capturing the same underlying conceptual construct, the inclusion of both in the multiple regression model would be trivial at best
and likely distortionary.53 Yet theoretically, it makes little sense to suggest that secularism
and economic evaluation are measuring the same construct, or that one of these indicators
is entirely derivative of the other. Instead, I argue that the effects of secularism and economic evaluation on an individual’s propensity to protest for or against the government are
independent but mutually reinforcing, and I discuss two possible substantive reasons for the
49

Bellin 2002, Ghrib and Makni 2012.
Hartshorn 2014.
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Murphy 1999.
52
Heydeman 2013, World Bank 2014.
53
The consistently large effect sizes and high levels of significance associated with these variables in the
multiple regression models suggests that the coefficient estimates are not subject to doubt on the basis of
multicollinearity, which in any case would bias the coefficients downward. Additional statistical testing for
multicollinearity using variance inflation factors may be found in the appendix of this paper.
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high salience of both variables.
First, this linked causality may plausibly stem from motivated reasoning on the individual level. Opponents of the government may look more bleakly on their economic
circumstances because of their pessimism over the religious nature of the en-Nahda government, or they may develop stronger ideological opposition to religious governance in part
because they think that the en-Nahda party has failed to bring about post-revolutionary
prosperity. Likewise, supporters of the government may be motivated to be less harsh in
their evaluation of economic progress as a result of their support for the state. This line
of reasoning suggests that reporting of personal financial circumstances may not be an entirely “objective” exercise, but is instead subject to bias based on the individual’s political
commitments.
An alternative explanation is that perceived deterioration of everyday governance
helps to galvanize opposition to the state that is rooted in ideological disagreement, but that
might not otherwise have resulted in paralyzing mass protest. In other words, individuals
may steadily oppose the government on ideological grounds, but they are most motivated
to act on this opposition when faced with the failure of the state in the arena of everyday
governance. In Tunisia as elsewhere, protests tend to occur in response to “trigger” events,
most of which have been either economic in nature, such as announcements of reductions to
popular subsidy programs, or related to security issues, including assassinations and attacks
against Tunisian soldiers in the border regions. This reading of the relationship between
“polarization” and “paralysis” is consistent with comparative evidence presented in the following section, as well as with the self-reported reasons for anti-government protest, where
concerns over security and economic management ranked highly. In this explanation, economic evaluations are correlated to ideological leanings not simply because they are subject
to bias, but because these evaluations play a strong role in translating ideology into collective
action. These evaluations may therefore assist in differentiating between those Tunisians who
oppose the Islamist government but do nothing to affect its demise, and those who choose
to participate in protests against the state.

6

The Tunisian Revolutionary Coalition in Comparative Perspective: Three Shadow Cases

In this section, I demonstrate the resonance of Tunisia’s post-revolutionary experience with
other cases of urban civic revolution both within and outside of the Middle East region. In
25

each case, rapid protest mobilization against an oligarchic regime took the form of a negative
coalition comprising citizens of diverse social backgrounds and ideological leanings. Members
of the revolutionary coalition were united not by common vision for a future state, but by
common antipathy towards the incumbent leadership. In the years following these successful
protest movements, each revolutionary coalition experienced internal political fragmentation
and breakdown, manifest in competing mass protests and/or in the dissolution of parliamentary coalitions representing revolutionary goals. Internecine fighting within the revolutionary
coalition in turn created space for conservative or anti-democratic forces quite literally members of the “old regime” in some cases to gain power through electoral or extra-legal means,
stymieing or at least suspending democratic gains anticipated during the initial moment of
revolutionary mobilization.
The cases of Egypt (2011), Ukraine (2004), and the Philippines (1986) were selected
for reasons of regional and temporal diversity, comparability of pre-revolutionary regimes and
initial revolutionary events, and availability of secondary analysis concerning the dynamics
of revolutionary coalition fragmentation. In each case, fragmentation of the revolutionary
coalition on elite and mass levels emerges both as a consequence of the urban civic revolutionary form and as a plausible mechanism of “regime cycling,” where states in the aftermath
of a revolutionary episode alternate between periods of democratic opening and periods of
autocratic entrenchment (Hale 2005). While these cases do not form an “as-if” random sample of revolutionary episodes across global time and space, causal patterns observed across
these four cases suggest the generalizability of the theory developed in this paper to cases
drawn from three world regions and multiple revolutionary “waves.” These cases suggest
additional implications of revolutionary coalition fragmentation that may yet occur as the
aftermath of the Tunisia’s revolution continues to unfold.

6.1

Egypt 2011

Neighboring Egypt provides perhaps the most directly analogous case to revolutionary coalition fragmentation in Tunisia. As in Tunisia, Egypt’s 2011 revolutionary protest coalition
comprised a broad cross-section of Egyptian society, including Islamists and secularists, urban and rural citizens, and working- and middle-class Egyptians.54 The Egyptian military
in the form of the Supreme Council of the Armed forces (SCAF) governed the country directly until the elections of June 2012, when Mohammed Morsi of the Muslim Brotherhoods
Freedom and Justice party won against the conservative candidate Ahmed Shafik, leftist
54
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Hamdeen Sabahi, independent Islamist Abdel Moneim Aboul Fotouh, and former diplomat
Amr Moussa in a two-stage run-off. A mainstay of political opposition since its founding in
1928, Egypts Muslim Brotherhood by 2013 claimed to represent more than one million duespaying members throughout Egypt and in the diaspora.55 Some analysts have attributed the
Brotherhoods victories in post-revolutionary Egypt to the party’s superior organization and
discipline during the early transitional period, while others have suggested that these outcomes reflect a far more widespread commitment to Islamist governance among the Egyptian
public that had previously been assumed.
Conflict emerged swiftly between the Brotherhood leadership and the non-Islamist
parliamentary opposition, which in late 2012 formed the National Salvation Front (NSF),
a coalition composed of liberals, leftists, secularists, and Christians opposed to the Morsis
handling of the constitution-writing process.56 Rapid deterioration of Egypt’s economic and
security situations throughout the early months of 2013 engendered further popular opposition to the Morsi government, giving rise to the Tamarrod (rebellion) movement that, by June
2013, claimed to have collected nearly fifteen million signatures from Egyptians calling for
early presidential elections to end Morsi’s tenure.57 Massive competing demonstrations began on June 30, and the armed forces deposed Morsi on July 3 and announced the formation
of a (nonelected) interim government. In the months that followed, the military government
presided over an extensive retrenchment of civil liberties in Egypt, targeting both secular
and Islamist activists, as well as journalists, academics, and civil society workers, prompting
many to label Sisis election to the Egyptian Presidency as a “return to autocracy.”58
The centrality of the armed forces to Egyptian politics notwithstanding, the Egyptian
case presents clear parallels with the dynamics of revolutionary coalition fragmentation in
Tunisia. In both cases, an ideologically diverse, multiclass revolutionary protest coalition
succeeded in deposing an incumbent president in a matter of weeks. Both revolutionary
coalitions subsequently fractured into Islamist and secularist sides, with mainstream Islamist parties winning the first post-revolutionary election and secularists including left,
55
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liberal, and centrist parties mounting a parliamentary opposition supplemented by episodes
of popular protest. Perceived failures of governance in the economic and security sectors
exacerbated ideological opposition to the Islamist governments, and both were ultimately
removed through extra-legal means following a series of mass competing demonstrations by
two apparent “fragments” of the original revolutionary protest coalition. Following these
crises, both countries witnessed a resurgence of conservative, “technocratic” governance, although in the long term Egypt’s retrenchment has proven much more severe than Tunisia’s.
Both cases suggest that politics in the wake of an urban civic revolution are unlikely to take
the form of a smooth linear transition to democracy, and are more likely to “cycle” through
periods of expansion and contraction in the level of democratization and liberalization.

6.2

Ukraine 2004

Ukraines Orange revolution began in November 2004 when demonstrators gathered in Kievs
Independence Square to protest fraudulent election results in favor of incumbent Prime
Minister Viktor Yanukovich, a politician associated with the Ukraines oligarchic business
elite.5960 After a month of civic unrest, Ukraines supreme court declared the election results
invalid, and a new round of voting on December 26 elected Yushenko President. Beissinger
2013 uses survey data to characterize the Orange revolutionary protest coalition as a negative coalition of anti-market nationalists, socialists, and pro-market nationalists, united
spuriously in opposition to Yanukovichs candidacy.61
Most analyses of Ukraines post-revolutionary period focus on the inability of the Orange coalition to consolidate political and institutional gains resulting from the events of
late 2004. Matsuzato 2010 argues, “from 2005 to 2009, governments collapsed and attempts
to form cabinets failed not because of competition between Orange and anti-Orange blocs
but because of “betrayals” within the blocs” (18). White and McAllister 2009 note that on
the mass level and within civil society, the Orange protest coalition became divided over the
appraisal of “progress” made as a result of the mass uprising, and about who bore responsibility for the failure to capitalize on momentum from the 2004 protests. Orange coalition
59
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infighting combined with stagnant economic growth created space for Yanukovych and his
“Party of Regions” to gain a plurality of votes in parliamentary elections in 2006, enabling
Yanukovych to return to the post of Prime Minister despite his humiliating defeat two years
earlier. Yanukovych was subsequently elected President of Ukraine in 2010, defeating then
Prime Minister Tymoshenko, and a month later the majority Orange coalition led by Tymoshenko dissolved.62 The Euromaidan protests of late 2013 followed President Yanukovychs
rejection of an EU association agreement in favor of a Russian loan, and by February 2014,
Yanukovych had fled the country, having been the target of a second Ukrainian revolution.63
Ukraine provides perhaps the most literal example of “regime cycling” in the universe
of post-revolutionary cases, where the deposed incumbent from an earlier revolution (2004)
returned to the executive post some years later, only to be deposed for a second time by
another mass protest movement (2014). The uncanny repetition of political events in Ukraine
has prompted observers to bemoan the countrys “never-ending transition to democracy.”64
That Ukraines pre-revolutionary leadership returned to office via electoral channels, rather
than through extra-legal means like Egypts militarys coup, suggests potential for cases of
urban civic revolution to experience regime cycling even in the absence of a strong and
politically partisan military, an observation with relevance to the case of Tunisia, where
the Nidaa Tounes party comprising some key figures from the pre-revolutionary RCD has
recently prevailed in parliamentary elections.

6.3

Philippines 1986

As in the case of Ukraines Orange revolution, mass demonstrations in the Philippines “people
power” revolution (also known as the “yellow revolution”) broke out following the announcement of fraudulent election results favoring the incumbent President, Ferdinand Marcos.
Some two million Philippine civilians gathered at the Epifanio de los Santos Avenue (EDSA)
in central Manila from February 22-25 in support of the opposing candidate Corazon Aquino,
widow of popular anti-Marcos politician Benigno Aquino, who was assassinated returning
to Manila from a three-year exile in 1983. Key political figures and institutions including
the Catholic Church, some members of the judiciary, and some military units rejected the
election results and sided with Aquino, and on February 26 Marcos and his family arrived
62
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to Hawaii in exile. As one of the earliest revolutions involving successful non-violent mass
demonstrations, the people power revolution is often cited as providing an example to later
revolutions, including Indonesia (1998) and the Color Revolutions in Eastern Europe.65
The political background and aftermath to the people power revolution are similar in
many ways to the later cases of urban civic revolution explored in this paper. As President
since 1965, Marcos and his wife had succeeded in alienating large segments of the Philippines
population through large-scale corruption and discretionary distribution of key economic
privileges to personal friends and regime supporters. Thompson’s 2004 analysis of the people
power revolutionary coalition shows key similarities with the case of Tunisia; Thompson
writes, “Macross family-based rule created a broad-based opposition: the poor did not fight
the rich, broad segments of society fought together against the regime” (22). Key parties
to the Philippine anti-Marco camp included the communist party and Muslim groups, in
addition to rebellious military units and mainstream opposition politicians, who collaborated
with these more “radical” groups against the regime beginning in the early 1980s.6667
While the revolution has lead ultimately to democratic consolidation in the Philippines, the years following the 1986 revolution may best characterized as extreme political
instability punctuated by multiple coup attempts, including attacks on the government carried out by military officers loyal to the deposed President Marcos.68 Poor economic growth
during this period compounded opposition to the new Aquino government and interrupted
planned reforms in the areas of social and economic policy. The rural communist-led insurgency continued, as major social reforms demanded by these groups were forestalled in
order to placate the rural elites, although membership to armed communist groups and
armed Muslim groups fell off by the early 1990s.69 In short, extra-institutional competition
for power among parties to the original anti-Marcos coalition produced a period of democratic “careening” and heightened political uncertainty, rather than a smooth transition to
democracy.
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Mercado and Tatad 1987.
Thompson 2004, 23.
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Unlike the cases of Tunisia, Egypt, and Ukraine, however, the Marcos regime prior to the revolution
of 1986 already faced some armed and coordinated opposition movements, including a rural communist
insurgency and a Muslim secessionist movement in the south. Yet these groups were not ultimately successful
in toppling the regime through military action, and as I will detail in the following paragraph these groups
were not able prior to or during the revolution to form lasting alliances on the elite or membership levels. The
people power revolution therefore remains a case of urban civic revolution featuring a negative revolutionary
coalition.
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The New York Times Archives, “Philippine Coup Attempts.” (December 1, 1989).
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Thompson 2004, 29.
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Although the Philippines did not experience literal reversion to autocracy or return
of the “old regime,” the persistent effort of the Philippines military to subvert democratic
politics through extra-institutional means strongly echoes the Egyptian case, and suggest a
need for greater attention to the role (or as the case may be, the lack thereof) of politicized
militaries in the wake of an urban civic revolution. In Tunisia and the Ukraine two states
without traditionally politicized armed forces conservative elites in the wake of revolution
have worked primarily through electoral channels to regain power, whereas in Egypt and
the Philippines, anti-democratic elites could use the armed forces to launch (successful or
unsuccessful) coup attempts against nascent elected governments. The Philippines example
also shows that even in states facing more militant, organized opposition groups prior to an
urban civic revolution, the problems posed by the negative coalition and by revolutionary
coalition fragmentation remain.

7

Conclusion

This paper has theorized and empirically tested a new theory linking the urban civic revolution with the phenomenon of revolutionary coalition fragmentation. Survey evidence from
dueling pro- and anti-government protest events during a critical juncture in Tunisia’s democratic transition shows that Tunisia’s revolutionary protest coalition has experienced both
ideological polarization regarding the role of Islam in governance, and paralysis according to
divergence evaluations of post-revolutionary governance. Notably, the revolutionary protest
coalition shows little evidence of fragmentation according to preferences over redistribution.
I explain these results in reference to the nature of organized opposition in Tunisia prior to
the 2011 revolution, and argue that perceived deterioration to personal economic circumstances may play a mediating role in galvanizing collective action against the state that is
rooted in ideological principles.
While many accounts of political transition focus on elite cooperation and conflict, I
argue that patterns of collective action during a transitional period are also important for
shaping political outcomes. Theoretically, this paper contributes to an emergent literature
concerning how patterns of popular mobilization during a revolutionary protest cycle impact the dynamics of political contestation observed in the wake of regime change. Evidence
from comparative cases of urban civic revolution supports the hypothesis that rapid, leaderless revolutionary movements will likely result in internecine conflict among members of
the revolutionary protest coalition, as fellow revolutionaries assert their divergent interests
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in shaping the post-revolutionary state. Revolutionary coalition fragmentation produces
stalemates and crises in the midst of political transition, during which time anti-democratic
forces may return to power through legal or extra-legal channels. Fragmentation of the revolutionary coalition therefore emerges as an alternative mechanism for patterns of regime
cycling and democratic careening observed in new democracies.
Lastly, this theory provides perspective on the crucial role of time in structuring
outcomes from major episodes of popular mobilization. To the extent that preferences, identities, and ideological commitments are malleable, sustained revolutionary action against
a repressive state helps to unite revolutionaries of different backgrounds and orientations.
While nearly all revolutionary coalitions in reality represent some divergent long-term preferences subsumed under common short term goals (Yashar 1997), protracted mobilization
against the state helps to produce a new set of unifying commitments among revolutionaries, or at least to engender a baseline of commitment to future power sharing. When an
incumbent departs within a month of initial protest, however, the revolutionary “coalition”
is essentially an amalgamation of distinct social movements, who may not even recognize
each others’ contributions to the revolutionary cause. Future research may seek to leverage
variables related to the duration of a revolution - or any mass mobilization, for that matter
- in order to better understand prospects for long-term stability and success.
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Appendix
7.1

Testing for Multicollinearity in the Baseline Model

As I note in the text of the paper, my indicators for secularism and economic evaluation
are correlated at a medium level (roughly 0.65), suggesting that the reported coefficients
may be biased as a result of multicollinearity. In this section, I use variance inflation factors
(VIF) to test for potential multicollinearity within the model. VIF represent the magnitude
of inflation of the standard errors of each independent variable within the multiple regression model relative to their natural levels. High levels of VIF associated with one or more
independent variables are indicative of collinearity, which may in turn bias the magnitude
and the significance of the coefficients. In Table 2, I report the VIF for each indicator used
in my baseline model. Generally, a VIF value higher than 4 on any indicator is considered
to indicate unacceptable levels of collinearity within a linear regression model. The levels
reported below therefore suggest that the estimated effects of secularism, redistribution, and
economic evaluation analyzed in this paper are robust to concerns about multicollinearity.
Table 3: Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) for Baseline Model

7.2

Indicator

VIF

Secularism

1.193654

Redistribution

1.054061

Econ Eval

1.160854

Age

1.049802

Female

1.014557

Education

1.044227

Note on the Operationalization for Hypothesis 4

Hypothesis 4 is operationalized in this study by support for the statement, “My economic situation is worse that before the revolution.” This construction is chosen for two
reasons. First, the use of “my” asks respondents to make a personalized evaluation of
post-revolutionary economic progress, rather than a sociotropic one. Asking respondents
to objectively describe their own experiences, rather than the situation of the country as
a whole, allows for less contamination of this indicator by ideological or partisan positions.
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Second, I choose to highlight the “economic situation” (rather than the security situation,
et cetera) because of the centrality of economic demands to the 2011 revolution and the primacy of economic concerns articulated by Tunisians in recent opinion polls. As noted above,
a plurality of Tunisian revolutionaries surveyed in 2011 reported “the economy” as their
primary motivation for revolutionary protest (Beissinger, Jamal, and Mazur 2013); demands
for a “better economy” are broadly associated with the revolution in popular discourse, and
are therefore high on a list of requisite improvements expected by Tunisians in the wake of
their successful revolution. Recent opinion polls conducted by the International Republican
Institute confirm the continued primacy of economic issues among a broad range of concerns
articulated by Tunisians; asked to identify the most important issue facing their country, a
large majority identified “unemployment” and “financial crisis.” For these reasons, I expect
that divergence in personalized evaluations of post-revolutionary economic progress between
groups should capture the observable implications of paralysis in the case of Tunisia.
While Hypothesis 4 shares an its economic rationale with Hypothesis 2, the notion of
economic paralysis developed in this paper is both empirically and conceptually distinct from
the notion of polarization over economic ideology. Empirically, as the analysis and results
section of this paper will demonstrate, the indicators employed for hypotheses 2(a and b)
and 4 are virtually uncorrelated. This evidence confirms impressions gleaned from qualitative interviews, where both supporters and opponents of social redistribution complained of
deteriorating economic circumstances in the wake of the 2011 revolution.

7.3

Survey Questions and Operationalizations

This section details how each indicator used in this analysis was measured using face-to-face
surveying of protesters. I list the indicator and then the question(s) used to operationalize it.
Revolution Participation
“Did you participate in the protests against former President Ben Ali in December 2010 or
January 2011?”
1. Yes
0. No
Support for Secularism
To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “Religion must be separate from
government.”
4. Agree strongly
3. Agree somewhat
2. Disagree somewhat
1. Disagree strongly
Support for Redistribution
To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The government must raise
taxes on the wealthy in order to expand social programs.”
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4.
3.
2.
1.

Agree strongly
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Disagree strongly

Economic Evaluations
To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “My economic situation is worse
than before the revolution.”
4. Agree strongly
3. Agree somewhat
2. Disagree somewhat
1. Disagree strongly
Private Sector Worker, Private Sector Owner, Public Sector Employee, Unemployed, Student
Operationalized as dichotomous indicators (1 = yes, 0 = no) from this list question on occupational status.
“Current occupation of the respondent”
1. Employee in pubic sector
2. Worker in the private sector
3. Skilled worker in the private sector
4. Manager in the private sector
5. Owner of a company with more than 15 employees
6. Owner of a company with fewer than 15 employees
7. Student
8. Housewife
9. Retired
10. Government employee
11. Unemployed
Union
“Are you a member of a labor union or professional syndicate?”
1. Yes (write-in name)
0. No
Civil Society
“Are you a member of a civil society group?”
1. Yes (write-in name)
0. No
Religiosity
Operationalized as an additive measure of two questions on personal religiosity:
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“Do you read Quran?”
1. Yes
0. No
“Do you fast during Ramadan?”
1. Yes
0. No
Voting
“Did you vote in the National Constituent Assembly elections in October 2011?”
1. Yes
0. No
Revolutionary Narratives
“How would you describe the majority of participants in the revolution against Ben Ali?”
(Each indicator is dichotomous and each respondent may indicate as many or as few groups
as he/she wants.)
1. The poor
2. The wealthy
3. Religious people
4. Secular Liberals
5. Urban people
6. Rural people
7. Youth
8. Elderly people
“How would you describe the majority of people who opposed the revolution in 2011?”
(Each indicator is dichotomous and each respondent may indicate as many or as few groups
as he/she wants.)
1. The poor
2. The wealthy
3. Religious people
4. Secular Liberals
5. Urban people
6. Rural people
7. Youth
8. Elderly people
“Who were the people who suffered most under Ben Ali? Choose one answer from each
category.”
1. The poor or the wealthy?
2. Islamists or the secular opposition?
3. Urban people or rural people?
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4. Youth or older people?
“Who were the people who benefitted most under Ben Ali? Choose one answer from each
category.”
1. The poor or the wealthy?
2. Islamists or the secular opposition?
3. Urban people or rural people?
4. Youth or older people?
Gender
“Gender of the respondent”
1. Female
0. Male
Age
“Age of the respondent”
(write-in age)
Education
“Level of education of the respondent”
5. Graduate studies
4. Finished college degree
3. Some college
2. Finished secondary school
1. Did not finish secondary school
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